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Wooster, Ohio, Friday, November 16, 1962

Attracts

C

150 Delegates

Lit-

-

John Henry Newman's book,
of University Education, will be
discussion here on the nature of
This meeting will be the first
to be held between January and
March and described by President
Lowry in a recent chapel program.

Dr. Larson began the
conference this afternoon with a
key-not- e
address to the more than
150 delegates. Dr. Vernon V.
professor of political
science at Penn State University
will speak at 9 a.m. tomorrow in
Scott Auditorium and Sen. Wayne
Morse,
will address the
convention at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapel.
y

As-paturia-

Many Comments

COUNTER-CHALLENG-

E

on,

PROGRAM
TONIGHT

8:00

Final Address

9:30

Address by Dr. Larson
in the Chapel
Reception and Discussion Seminars
TOMORROW

9:00

Address by Dr. Aspa- turian in Scott

10:15
12:30
1:30

Discussion Seminars

3:00

Discussion Seminars

Lunch

Address by Sen.
Morse in the Chapel

"Liberal Knowledge Viewed in
Relation to Learning;"

Banquet
Address by Dr. Cordier in the Chapel
9:00 Adjournment
"Indicates open to the public

Under-Secretar-

-

ruary 1962.

i

covers activities scheduled between nowVand Dec. 7, the
date of the next "Voice."
Nov. 17 Football at Oberlin
Nov. 1 8 Chamber Orchestra; 8:15 p.m. in chapel
Nov. 19 Faculty "Come As
You Wish You Were"
Revue; 8 p.m. in gym
Nov. 21-2- 5
Thanksgiving
Vacation
Nov. 27-2- 8
Bishop's Company Players at 8 p.m. in
First Presbyterian Church
Nov. 29 SCA Lecture: Dr.
John Mackay; 8:15 p.m.
in chapel
1
c.
Nov.
Constitutional Convention
Dec. 4 Marvin JHEisenberg,
art historian, lecture;
8:15 p.m. in chapel
Dec. 4 Basketball at
Denison
Dec. 6 Wooster Orchestra;
8:15 p.m. in chapel

"Liberal Knowledge Viewed in
Relation to Religion.
Mutual Discussion

"I hope that these three eve
nings may be marked by mutual
discussion among interested fac
ulty and students," Dr. Lowry said.
"The books to be read are merely
background for discussion to be
centered on the nature of liberal
education and some of its instru
mentation in college."

More than 100 delegates from
27 other schools in five states are
attending the conference. Delegations have come from as far east
as Swarthmore College, Pa., and
as far west as Monmouth College,
Illinois.
Ohio Wesleyan and Mt. Union
have sent the largest delegations,
11 and 10, respectively.

The meetings are the outgrowth
of a two-daconference sponsored
by the Commission on Liberal
Studies in Warrenton, Va., Oct.
and attended by Dr. Lowry.
y

Counter-Challeng- e

30-De-

15-1- 6

coordinator, reports that he is
"pleased" with the response to
the convention. He also said that
reports will be printed on the
material discussed in seminars and
on the major addresses.

d

COMING EVENTS
This schedule of events

"Liberal Knowledge Viewed in
Relation to Professional; and

100 Plus

Consider Literature

The purpose of this meeting as
described before-hanwas "to
consider seriously representative
pieces of critical literature concerning liberal education and per(4) expansion of the technical
haps undertaking the task of protelevision
facilities of the speech
ducing a new statement on liberal
department;
education in view of these criti- (5) use of the projector, which
asms.
is also a commercial television re"I hope that local discussions ceiver, by student groups.
will be of advantage to the college
Student groups wishing to utiand to students forming their own lize the present facilities should
concepts of liberal study," Dr. talk with Mr. Rod Williams, colLowry said.
lege secretary.
The system, which is on a trial
basis at this time, is .operated by
Ralph Jennings, Chuck Furman,
Don Rice and Curtis Jones.
Dean Bricker expressed disappointment that some students had
asserted that the expense of the
edge. Students will have three TV system is being made solely
hours in which to write their es- to salvage compulsory chapel at- says. Dictionaries and copies of
Perrin's Writer's Guide will be
available in the examination room.
This requirement must be met
A program of summer study in
before the student will be allowed France under the Institute of Euto enter the fifth semester at the
ropean Studies is open to a maxi
college. Anyone with questions mum of 30 Wooster students for
about his status may inquire at the 1963, Mr. James Carr, director of
Registrar's Office or see Mr. Don- the Wooster
program, announced
ald Tarr, Chairman of the Com- today.
mittee.
Any student who has had two
Oral competence examinations
years of college French or the
will be scheduled immediately af- equivalent is eligible
for the proter Thanksgiving vacation. Further
gram which will include six to
details will be announced irf
nine credit hours of study for
chapel.
eight weeks under French profes
sors, two weeks of travel and week
end excursions.
SENIORS WATCH CAMERA
Mr. Carr said that efforts are
Seniors are reminded to being made to get the study censign the list on the library ter established close to Paris. The
centers are established by the In
bulletin board for your appointment for your INDEX stitute of European Studies.
Further information on the pro
picture. Only these pictures
gram will be forthcoming. Inter
can be used in the INDEX.
Its :ed students should contact Mr.
the French department.
d

Dr. Cordier

"Cry, the Beloved Country"

Drama Adapts Raton's Novel
"Cry, the Beloved Country," an unusual dramatization
adapted from Alan Paton's novel, will be presented by the
Bishop's Company on Tuesday, Nov. 27, at 8 p.m. in the
First Presbyterian Church sanctuary.
This nationally recognized company has traveled some 70,000
miles throughout the United States
and Canada performing in an effort to bridge the gap between religion and the theatre.
The unusual production to be
presented here is an adaptation by
Phyliss Benbow Beardsley, founder-producer
of the Company, and
features a cast of performers who
left their jobs and professions to
pioneer this movement.
This production is centered
around an old, humble Zulu parson who finds that his only son
has murdered a white man who
had devoted his life to justice for
the black race.
A unique technique of the company is asking the audience to
take part in the creation of the
play.
Besides the two regular touring
units and the Southern California
resident unit, the Bishop's Company has a Duo which is currently
touring high schools. The Company has performed at Yale
Divinity School, Princeton Theological Seminary, Rutgers University, Wittenberg College and many
other schools
The admission free performance
is sponsored by the Christian Education Committee of the. First
Presbyterian Church.

y

A second open meeting to discuss the proposed new
Schedule for the constitutional
convention is:
Friday, Nov. 307:30-1- 1
pjn.
Saturday, Dec. 1
a.m.,
1:304:30 p.m.
All sessions will be held in the
Library lecture room.
Delegates to the convention are:
9-11:-

Dean Bricker Emphasizes

.

5:45
7:45

y.

Paul Menzel,

k

Committee Announces Date
To Test Writing Competence
The examination to test competence in writing will be given
on Saturday morning, Dec. 8, beginning at 8:30 a.m., the faculty
committee administering the competence examinations announced
today.
Students who wish to take the
examination are asked to sign the
list in the Registrar's Office next
Monday or Tuesday.
Freshmen are not eligible to
take this examination. Students
who have received a grade of B
minus or higher in Liberal Studies
102 or in English 201 have satisfied the requirement and are exempt from the examination. A
passing grade in English 202 will
also exempt a student from the
examination.
The written competence examination will require the writing of
impromptu essay (approximately 500 .Words) on one
of several topics provided by the
Competence Committee. The topics
will not require specialized knowl
a-s-

hort

Paris Study Opens

7

7

30

Babcock: Bea Johnson, Constance
Bliss, Sherill Green, Sharon Mohler,
Kathleen Myers, Frances Hopkins;
Behoteguy: Janet Myers;
Compton: Sandy Bogunia, Mady
Edith Anderson, Peggy Jacobi,
Mitzi Miller, Linda Seese, Judy Nowlin;
French House: Nancy Teagarden;
Holden: Karen Cheney, Bonnie Conrad, Sydney Fordham, Lynn Jaffray,
Sarah Hudelson, Donna Jamison, Ginny
Keim, Marty Keller, Meredith
Carol Monical, Cathy Peterson,
Lynn Warnke, Marty Webb, Judy Wol- cott, Marcia Wood, Sara Wright;
Holden Annex: Barb Bate, Gail Boswell, Marilyn Amstutz, Alex Keith, Jill
Rasmussen;
Wagner: Sue Adams, Betsy Byers,
l,
Jenny Dodds, Jeanne Howe, Carol
Barb Marsh, Dottie Morley, Tuckie
Thomas, Ann Zimmerman;
Donalson: To be announced.
Colonial: To be announced.
Crandall: Robert Labaree, Donald
Niederhauser;
Douglass: Frank Belz, Chris Boeve,
Jim Brown, Tom Holdren, Jim Justin,
Carl LoPresti, Kent Reid, Jon Stoops;
Gable: Steve Girton;
Korner: To be announced.
Scot Cottage: To be announced.
Westminster: George Keyes, John
Brimm;
Section I: Jim Ludowise, Doug Harrison;
Section II: Tom Reinsma, Jim Bode,
Dave Chazan;
Section III: Dave Brand, Gary Reichard, Frank Richeson, Gil Staffend;
Section IV: Paul Kendall, Phil Hall;
Section V: Doug Keen, Chris Tindall,
Dick Robertson;
Section VI: Frank Gilbuena, Jim
Webber, Al Campbell;
Section VII: Rich Eppley, Pete
Gary Henry, Dale Hoak, Benny
Hufford, Dave Peterson;
Section VIII: Lloyd Wollstadt,
Berry, Larry Stoll;
Independent:
Dave Baird, Dick
Prince.
Bo-lan- d,

newly-installe-

D-Oreg-

Dr. Cordier, born near Canton,
was from 1946 to 1961 Executive
Assistant to the Secretary-Genera- l
of the United Nations with, the
He also
rank of Under-Secretary
in
served as
charge of General Assembly and
Related Affairs from 1961 to Feb-

Student Senate officials and delegates are completing
final ground-worin preparation for the two-daConstitutional Convention Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.

'Unlimited' TV Possibilities

Sen. Morse

fairs

Date

Con-Co- n

constitution will be held at 2 p.m.
Sunday in the Library lecture
room, Paul Bergstresser announced today.
The proposed system combines
all bodies of student government
into a unified organization containing legislature, executive and
On the Scope and Nature
judicial divisions.
the basis for the January
Copies of the draft will be availliberal education.
able in the Senate office and in
of three, two-hou- r
sessions every dormitory before Sunday.

Since his chapel discussion, according to Dr. Lowry, he has received so many comments from
The possibilities offered by the
students and faculty on the project
closed circuit telethat he wishes to reserve naming vision system are "unlimited," acof the other two books until after cording to Dean Bricker.
an opportunity for further disHe emphasizes that the college
cussion.
plans to use the system to full adThe other books will be an- - vantage and to explore its potential development. Possible pronounced after Thanksgiving.
jects include:
In Newman's book, which was
(1) its use in Scott for overincorporated into Newman's later flow audiences as when guest
work The Idea of a University, speakers are here;
Dr. Lowry recommends concentra(2) adaptation for educational
tion on discourses four through TV since the
camera is movable;
seven:
(3) development of a videotape
"Liberal Knowledge Its Own library among the colleges of the
Great Lakes College Association;
End;"

n,

The final address will be given
by Dr. Andrew W. Cordier, dean
of the School of International Affairs at Columbia University, at
7:45 p.m. tomorrow in the chapel.

As

Ffafe Plans

fflee'&y loses
Mh Osi Newman's Book
idl ociiioEH

Dr. Arthur Larson, Director of
the World Rule of Law Center at
Duke University, will speak at 8
tonight in the chapel in the second
of five major Counter-Challeng- e
addresses.
two-da-

Number 9

Delegates

It-arf-

Hn

Mc-Cra- y,

tendance.
"The TV setup was a last resort
to accommodate the record num
ber of students here this year,"
he told a Senate committee headed
by Rich Barnett.

I

Ma-gil-

Student Senate
Reviews Rule
On Attendance
by Barbara Bate
A special committee of the Stu
dent Senate is studying the college's compulsory class attendance

rule.
Benny Hufford, Mike Pensack
and Gary Reichard have already
taken a sample of faculty and stu
dent opinion with the following

results:
(1) Many faculty and students
feel that the present system is outmoded, impractical and incon
venient;
(2) Conflicts with guest lec
turers, illness and trips by student
groups are felt to be valid reasons
for absence, although they are
now considered as part of the total
of class cuts;
(3) Unlimited class cuts for all
upperclassmen with a designated
point average could be an added
incentive to academic achievement.
The committee plans to send
questionnaires to other schools
asking about class attendance procedures, to conduct interviews and
eventually to formulate three al
ternative plans to submit to the
faculty.
The Senate, at Monday night's
meeting, approved the appoint
ments of Gail Boswell and Frank
Richeson as Color Day chairmen
and Merry Lomas and Dave Pan-coaas chairmen of the Winter
Carnival.
Sherrill Green, Bill Bunting
and Rich Barnett were asked to
set up a tutoring service in re
sponse to numerous student
st

Dr.

Gris-wol-

La-ver-

d,

le

Two Receive Grants

Front Rotary Club
Seniors Ron Eggleston and Jim
Toedtman have been awarded Rotary Foundation Fellowships for
International Understanding.
Eggleston will study political
science at the National University
of San Marcos, Lima, Peru. Toedtman will study political science at
the Central University of Venezuela, Caracas, Venezuela.
To date, 1,590 Fellows have
studied in 54 different countries
on grants averaging $2,600 and
totalling more than $4 million.
This year, 134 Fellows from 27
different nations will study in 36
different countries.
Both Eggleston and Toedtman
received a regular Rotary Fellowship.

Mackay Speaks Thursday

In S.C.A.

Theological Series

Dr. John A. Mackay, past presiof Princeton Theological
Seminary, will speak here on
Thursday, Nov. 29, as the second
lecturer in the SCA's Theological
Lecture Series.
Dr. Mackay is also past professor of Ecumenics at Princeton and
a recognized authority on the
ecumenical approach to Christianity. He has been both Secretary
and President of the Board of
Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.
A native of Inverness, Scotland,
Dr. Mackay received his M.A. with
s
honors in philosophy at
the University of Aberdeen and his
B.D. from Princeton Theological
Seminary.
Among his writings are Christianity on the Frontier, The Ephe-siaLetter and This Present Time,
and The Presbyterian Way of Life.
In 1944, he founded the theological quarterly, Theology. Today,
and served as Editor until 1951.
Dr. Mackay served as president
dent

of the World Presbyterian Alliand as the
ance from 1954-59- ,
Moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church,
U.S.A.
1

f
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Dr. Mackay
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JUST PUBLISHED

Comiri Through Ihe Bog
If not already here, the "muddy season" is fast

ap-

proaching. This annual phenomenon results from an unusual
quantity of precipitation combined with exposed Mother
mess by the trample of
Earth and blended into a bog-lik- e
human feet.
Its most prominent manifestations come in such spots
as the paths from behind Andrews Hall to the east end of
Kenarden, between the gym and Galpin and from Holden
Hall down to University Street.
These mud paths fit right in with Wooster in one sense
they have become almost a tradition. And the reason why
they have become so is simply that no one ever gets around
to doing anything about them.
We suggest two sources of labor which might undertake
to pave or brick these paths: first, the maintenance department is usually associated with such tasks and might reasonably be expected to undertake them; second, Sections with
surplus labor supplies during Hell Week might find these
"constructive projects" to consider.
While these paths are being repaired, we might also
mention that boardwalk behind Babcock which manages to
snare a regular quota of women's shoes and has beenina
shameful state of repair since, well, probably since women
didn't even wear shoes.

Who's Uneducated?
The following editorial appeared in the November 6
edition of the Lima, Ohio, Citizen:
k
"Starting a
lecture tour at the College of Wooster,
the small white haired New Englander passed unrecognized by. the
student body of 1,385 students.
"He was Sherman Adams, the Assistant President under Eisenhower.
"One had vaguely heard of him, but couldn't place what he
had done for a living; another, that he was fired for his radical
views; a third remembered that his parents had been incensed about
the gifts he gave Eisenhower; and another, that he had been White
House press secretary.
"It is four years since Adams resigned, Sept. 22, 1958, after allegations that he had interceded for a friend with Federal agencies.
"What kind of current history were these students taught in
high school? Or is it that fame is fleeting for the most elevated, life
is so full of drama and change today?"
two-wee-

We answer:
1. Probably the same kind of current history taught to
several million other American college students and, while
probably deficient in many respects, apparently not much
worse than the Editorial Writing" course taken by the
writer of the above editorial;
2. Yes.
.

The P oliiieian
by Jim Pop
One week ago, two men met who are similar in many
respects. Both have been in politics many years and have
accumulated a vast amount of experience. The two men are
Sherman Adams and Marion Graven. Most of us know
Sherman Adams by now, but few
Politics is not a game in which
of us know Marion Graven.
Marion is the chairman of the you turn the other cheek, for your
Wayne County Republican Central
Committee and has been for many
years. By dedicating his life to the
Republican Party, he personally
changed Wayne County from a
strong Democratic county to a
strong Republican county.

opponent will gladly slug you
there, too.

Marion looks upon a college
education as one of the most treasured things a young person can
have these days. He is, however,
very emphatic in saying that a
who goes to college should
person
His vast experience has given
him many definite ideas on poli become a leader or he is wasting
his time, energy and his parents'
tics and governmoney.
ment. He is a
By leader Marion does not mean
strict partisan.
A team will
that one should necessarily strive
never win un- for the presidency or political
less you stick
leadership, but one must be a
with it until the
leader in his own field and enend. The purvironment no matter how small
or seemingly insignificant. The
pose o f t h e
leadership quality should be there
party is to conand be used.
trol and govern,
and this is im
Pope
Most of the people in our society
possible if the
cannot be leaders for they are
party does not win.
lacking either the ability or the
He is a firm believer in political knowledge. It is up to the elite of
expediency. It is what may be college graduates although they
called ethical brinkmanship. If are by no means alone in this class
an act is in the gray area and
to lead in the education of the
is necessary, there should be no masses. This is why the political
hesitation in carrying it out. If parties need college graduates, and
another politician is out to clobber why we students must plan to find
you, make sure your "gang," or our place in society as leaders of
voting strength, is greater than his. the society.

Booster Vaitt
Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the
school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the
students and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press, Intercollegiate Press and the
Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second class matter in the
Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.

PHILIP BROWN,

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

FRANCES HOPKINS, Managing Editor

Friday, November 16, 1962

Hong Kong Students Overflow New Fiction Books
Available Space In Universities Arrive At Library

In addition to the
n
and reference book purchases
inferior quality.
made
by the library, several volMass examinations are given in
all schools after six years of pri- umes have been supplied in the
fiction and novel department
mary school and again after five
years of high school, to determine
Room at the Top, Life at the
a student's qualifications for fur- Top and From the Hand of the
ther education. All must pass five Hunter are all novels by the Engsubjects for the primary examina- lish writer, John Braine, Room at
tion and at leasteight for the final the Top and its sequel, Life at the
high school examination, and re- Top tell the story of Joe Lampton,
sults are posted in the local a young opportunist from a dull
papers.
English town, on his way up the
After high school, two years of ladder of success in love and in
preparatory school are required business. The former gives the
before applying for entrance to a events leading up to Lampton's
university in Hone Kone. There marrying the daughter of the boss
is only one English university, of his company; the latter takes
Hong Kong University, and there place 10 years later when crises
are three Chinese colleges. Hong arise in his marriage and his reKong University is one of the best lations with his father-in-laThe
in the Far East, with a good two books present a battle of the
science program and an outstand- sexes as well as of status.
ing medical school.
In contrast, From the Hand of
University Shortage
the Hunter portrays a man's heroic
However, al! four local uni- fight against the love of failure.
versities can accommodate only a Human and realistic, it is the tale
part of the high school graduates of constant failure as lived by a
each year. Last year over 2,000 welfare-stat- e
weakling.
students went abroad for study,
The two novels, Key to the Door
60 percent to America, Great Britand Saturday Night and Sunday
ain, Canada and Australia; 25
Morning, by Alan Sillitoe treat
percent to Formosa, Malaya, Jathe English working-class- .
The
pan and the Philippines; 10 per- first,
vicinthe
in
set
Nottingham
cent to Red China; five percent to
ity, interprets the experience of a
Europe and other parts of the
whole generation of the typical
world.
family with a sense of earthiness
Although the excellent primary
and simplicity. Saturday Night
and secondary education provides
dwells on the robust quality charadequate preparation for univeracteristic of the class, exemplified
sity work, many students never
in the story of a young man and
have the opportunity to continue
his wild oats.
study because of the acute lack of
university facilities.
The General, also by Sillitoe,
takes place during a war between
two nameless powers. The central
incident is the capturing of an
orchestra sent to entertain the
troops.
every right to expect the college
to provide such a situation.
non-fictio-

Editor's Note: This is the third
in a series of articles by foreign
students at Wooster.
by Lydia
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Hong Kong is a small island
eleven miles long and three miles
wide off the southern tip of China.
In 1842 the island was taken by
Great Britain from China after the
Opium War.
In 1861 and 1898 parts of the
southern tip of Chinas mainland
known as Kowloon and the New
Territories were also taken by
Great Britain.
Altogether the island, Kowloon,
and the New Territories comprise
a colony of 330 square miles. Today the name Hong Kong is applied to the entire colony.
Hong Kong, being a British
colony, is subjected to a typical
colonial-designeeducation English is a compulsory course but
Chinese is not always required.
Many Chinese strongly oppose this
regulation. They insist that Chinese
should be required of every Chinese student, since it is essential for
the development of the young
generation's sense of nationalism.
d

Chinese Schools Decrease
Thus, in Hong Kong two kinds
of schools can be found, English
schools and Chinese schools. The
former teach little or no Chinese
and the latter stress Chinese and
offer only a few English courses.
In order to encourage students
to study English, those who graduate from English schools are given
special privileges. They have

S

Lydia

Li

greater opportunity for obtaining
jobs and receiving higher salaries.
An obvious result from these
privileges during the past five
years has been the decrease in the
number of Chinese schools.. Many
of these have either closed or have
been converted to English schools.
Three Types of Schools
Schools in Hong Kong can be
categorized as public, private, or
schools. The free
government-ai- d
public schools are open to the
poor and children of government
employees. Outstanding schools
estabare the government-aid- ,
lished and operated by the Church
of England, with financial support
from the Hong Kong government.
Since the private schools are attended only by students who cannot pass the government schools'
entrance examinations, they are of

w.

Is Dispmi Cfapdl, A$mm'
COMPULSORY CHAPEL WILL GO

To the Editor:
The Administration's newly defined policy toward chapel attendance is a reactionary move un
worthy of a college of Wooster's
reputation.
We tuition payers no doubt find
it curiously coincidental that the
College, after breaking last spring
its promise of no further tuition
increase, now must spend an unknown but certainly sizable sum
of money on a closed circuit tele
vision system so that compulsory
chapel may be continued.
And the Administration s attitude toward the enforcement of
the chapel attendance rules seems
to be calculated to make this often
pleasant duty as unpleasant as
possible.
Compulsory chapel will still eo
the way of the
rule,
some day; but we'll read it in the
Alumni Bulletin, not the Voice.
no-danci- ng

outside papers is necessary.
the jurisdiction and spirit of
the Honor Code specifically in
cludes all papers which are assigned to be written outside of
the class period. The code, however, requires that the written
pledge appear only on hour and
final examinations, not onoutside
papers, such as creative, term, re
search, Lib. Studies, or independent study papers.
Because the various departments
have different criteria for acknowledging sources and assistance, the Academic Board wishes
to point out that students should
make appropriate acknowledgment
of assistance in accordance with
the requirement of the individual
departments.
When questions involving the
administration and jurisdiction of
the Honor Code arise for members
of the faculty or student body, we
urge that these be brought to the
attention of the Academic Board.

Richard H. Hunter

Dick Noble

Editor's Note: The writer will
be interested to read "Dean
Bricker Emphasizes 'Unlimited
TV Possibilities" on page 1.

Jerry Fischer

CHALLENGE

To the Editor:
HEALTH COVERAGE

To the Editor:
The staff at Hygeia Hall and the
Student Health Service appreciate
the news coverage you have given
us this fall.
Many colleges are not so fortunate in being able to discuss
medical news and problems
through their newspaper media.
We hope we may be able to con
tinue this practice as we are happy
to have this opportunity for some
medical education.
If there are any particular topics which the student body would
wish discussed, we will be happy
to comply.
Sincerely,
Viola Startzman, M.D.

FURTHER CLARIFICATION

To the Editor:

Once again Roy Adams, Class of

'51, has proven the old adage that
it is far better to remain silent
and only appear to be ridiculous
than to go into print and remove
all doubt.
From his pompous perch in that
paragon of enlightenment, The
Cleveland Plain Dealer, alumnus
and friend of the college Adams
has felt fit to lecture the students
about bringing in controversial
speakers who may not only lead
the unwary down the crimson
primrose path but may also besmirch the name of the college in
the process.
As one who is a recent graduate
of the college and currently engaged in raising money from my
plass for the Alumni Fund I
would like to suggest a few
thoughts.
First of all, the one thing I
prized more than anything else
in my college experience was the
challenge to
my be
liefs and to be able to support
those beliefs in a clear and somewhat coherent form (without the
use of caps) . Such a challenge can
only arise in a situation where a
of
or cross-fir- e
ideas is permitted. The student has
re-exami-

Because of questions and ap
about
misunderstanding
the relation of the Honor Code to
outside papers in the Liberal Stud
ies course, the Academic Board
feels a clarification concerning all

parent

4

cross-curren-

t,

ne

tagir

It doesn't mean, however, that
the college can't take sides, as in

Chapel Calendar

religious issues to present its own
Monday, Nov. 19
concern and position, but to deny
Sue Dinklage.
even an opportunity for challenge,
especially in the field of political
Tuesday, Nov. 20
ideology, seems to me to be clearly
Dr. Baird on the "Front Row
inconsistent with the goals of the
college in its attention to the edu to History."
cation of the whole man.
Monday, Nov. 26
From another standpoint the
Student Senate on the Constitudenial of speaking privileges to
a controversial speaker, or for the tional Convention.
presentation of an unpopular ideo
logy, seems to belie an mherent
PATRONIZE
distrust either in the soundness of
OUR
our own system and its ability to
ADVERTISERS
survive in the free market of ideas,
the
intellectual prowess of the
or
student in wrestling with a
ology.
I happen to think that
our system, based on the goal of
POSTER PAPER
the progressive extension of free
dom and the acceptance of each
POSTER BOARD
man's equal claim to this freedom,
CARDBOARD
is supremely capable of compari
son with a system which advocates
MARKERS
that the welfare of the individual
is attainable only in a direct proCREPE PAPER
portion to the success of the state.
TEMPERA COLORS
Furthermore I do not agree with
Roy Adams that the present generation of students is a pablum- pampered product incapable of
critical analysis and decision. If
this were true we might as well
close the College of Wooster and
admit defeat. This would really be
a
policy. If the supon the square
posedly superior student at the
College of Wooster can't deal with
questions of conflicting ideology,
what hope is there for an intelligent civilization, capable not only
of surviving, but of prevailing as
well?
counter-ide-

City Book Store

no-wi- n

YOOSTER
THEATRE

Finally in regards to the college's reputation and best interest
I think that the best interest of the
college is served when the challenge and development of young
minds within a Christian context
is placed unashamedly in the forefront of other purposes. This then
is a college of which an alumnus
can be proud; this then is a college for which he is willing to
work and to which he is willing
to give. I sincerely believe that
this is what the College of Wooster
has been and will continue to be.
If the college ever subordinates
brains to buildings it will lose not
only the support of alumni and
friends but also its basis for being.
Al Klyberg '62

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

"SKY ABOVE
MUD BELOW"

SUNDAY

MONDAY

Efrem Zimbalist
Shelley Winters
In

"CHAPMAN REPORT"
TUESDAY

Gene Kelly
Cyd Charlse

"BRIGADOON"

Myra Waldo's

1.
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GUIDE TO EUROPE

TRAVEL

SAVE AS MUCH AS

mm

KIDNAP
The Story of the Lindbergh Case, by
2.
about the
George Waller. The suspense-fille' crime of the century. Pub. at $6.95. Sole $1.00.
best-sell-

er

ed. by E.
for
perfect
Young. Beautiful and exciting adaptations,
Solo
$1.00.
$4.50.
Pub.
the student.
at
SHAKESPEARE FOR YOUNG ACTORS,

3.

FIRSTHAND REPORT: The Story of the Eisen5.
hower Administration, by Sherman Adams. The inside
story of the Men, the decisions and the crises. Pub.
at $5.95. Sale $1.00.
MY FATHER, CHARLIE CHAPLIN, by Charles
6.
Chaplin, Jr. The startling, frankly personal portrait of'
the most complex comic genius pf our time. Pub. at
$4.95. Sale $1.00.

FORMS, TECHNIQUES AND RELATIONSHIPS OF
9.
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, by Evelyn Oline. A review of

10.

foreign-languag-

9 a.m.

AT

82.
Civil War Dsprados
BEEFSTEAK RAID, by
Edward Boykin. The shocking documented
story that
brought about the last successful raid the Gray
i"
struck against Grant's Army. Illus. Pub.
at
$4.95. Sal $1.98.
"Com-mando-

83.

REASON AND LIFE
Th
Introduction
to Philosophy, by Julian Marias. A distinguished
Spanish philosopher presents a fresh approach
to his subject. Pub. at $5.00. Sal
$1.98.

PROFILE OF AMERICA, ed. by Emile
84.
Davie. Over
150 prints and photos and 200 epoch-makin- g
documents. Famous statements illustrate jhe majesty-and
drama of the American experience.
Pub. at $4.95.

(3EEej3

Salt $2.98.

Sfle

85.

UNION GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISIN GREAT BRITAIN, by B. C. Roberts. Study
ST. PETERSBURG.
Great Russian Novel
35.
By
Audrey Biely. Masterwork on the 1905 Revolution.
Pub. at $4.75. Sale $1.00.

,

COPING WITH CORRESPONDENCE, by H. L. Cox,
12.
Prof, of Business Communications, U. of Colorado. How
to write fresh, effective letters. Illus. Pub. at $2.50.

Sale $1.00.

36.

A SHORT HISTORY OF EXISTENTIALISM, by Jean
14.
Wahl. The: doctrines of Kierkegaard, Heidegger, Jaspers
and Sartre. Pub. at $2.75. Sale $1.00.
ACROSS THE ROOF OF THE WORLD, by W.
15.
Skrede. Young man out to join the free Norwegian
forces in World War II. Illus. Pub. at $3.95. Sale $1.
A MOON FOR THE MISBEGOTTEN, by Eugene
16.
drama of sin
O'Neill. An autobiographical four-ac- t
Sale
Pub.
$1.00.
guilt.
$2.75.
at
and

MICHAEL SERVETUS,
Man
by
O'Malley, Stanford University.
geographical, medical and astrological writings of the
theologian. Pub. at $4.25. Sale $1.00.
16th-centur-

D.

Little-know-

have influenced modern
Sale $1.00.

Pub.

architecture.

at

John O'Hara's SWEET AND SOUR. Comments on
18.
books and people. Pub. at $3.00. Sale $1.00.

y

by J. G. Leithauser.
Account of today's revolution In technology and how
if came about. Pub. at $4.50. Sale $1.00.
PROGRESS,

by David
travel tricks thousands of tips
Pub. at $3.50. Sale $1.00.

THE POOR MAN'S GUIDE TO EUROPE,

Dodge. Money-savinand miserly know-howg

.

Pamela Hansford

21.

Johnson's

PROUST

RECAP-

The six highly praised BBC radio plays consisting of projections into significant contemporary situations of the major characters of Proust's great novel.
Pub. at $4.00. Sale $1.00.
TURED.

Maxim Gorky's FOMA GORDEYEV. Story of the
39.
Volga's unscrupulous mercantile society in the early
1900's. Pub., at $3.00. Sale $1.00.

principles

of the 19th century Yankee thinker.

41.

Pub.

OF DEAD

MYSTERY

MILITARY

DOCTRINE.

D.

By

CONFESSIONS OF A SPENT YOUTH, by Vance
Bourjaily. Stark novel of a young American male who
sows a whirlwind of
and crime. Pub.
at $4.95. Sale $1.00.

44.

SPY STORIES FROM ASIA, by Kurt Singer.
24
incredible but true espionage tales. Pub. at $3.95.
Sale $1.49.

Papers read to the
second Irish Conference of Historians. Pub. at $2.50.
Sale $1.49.
45.

HISTORICAL

D. H.

By H. T. Moore. The author's foreign travels
and their influence on his novels. Pub. at $3.50.
Sale $1.00.

FODOR'S

FAMOUS

TRAVEL

GUIDES

The best available, bar nonel The most,
information for tourists and
liable,
Special emphasis on each
travellers.
armchair
country's traditions, customs, people. Scoores of
photos, detailed road maps (1959). Pub. at
te

$4.95 each. Sale $1.00 each.

Papers read to the
of Historians. Pub. at $3.00.

HISTORICAL STUDIES: III.

MAN IN HIS RELATIONSHIPS,

ed. by

H.

West-man-

n.

0 startling essays on the most crucial question
of our atomic times. Pub. at $3.00. Sale $1.49.
1

Guide to BRITAIN

3j?.

Guide to HOLLAND

31.

Guide to BELGIUM

32L- -

Guide to AUSTRIA

33.

Guide to YUGOSLAVIA

34.

Guide to SPAIN ft PORTUGAL

&

49.

TEN YEARS OF STORM, by
Red China
Fwd. by Lin Yutang. The InChow Ching-weside story of what really goes on behind the
Bamboo Curtain, by a former official of both
the government and the Party. Pub. at $6.00.
Sale $1.49.

LUXEMBOURG

CRIME AND INSANITY, ed. by R. W. Nice.
59.
Twelve authorities discuss moral and mental competence in crime. Pub. at $8.00. Sale $1.98.
As th

READER

THE DYNAMICS OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMY,
90.
by C. H. Hession, S. M. Miller and C Stoddart. The
economic institutions of modem America seen from
the Behaviorist point of view. Pub. at $6.00.
Sale $2.98.
THE PEOPLE'S PLATO, by H. L. Drake. Here is
91.
Plato for the modem reader
all the basic concepts.
633 pp. Pub. at $7.50. Sale $2.98.

61.

92.

62.

erick Harrison.
York Minister,
formation and
ago. Pub. at

Desert of Destiny: SAHARA, by George Gerster.
Here is its entire history, and modern political upheavals. Pub. at $5.00. Sal $1.98.
Th Borzoi Book of FRENCH FOLK TALES, ed. by
Paul Delarue. Illus. by Warren Chappell. 54 masterpieces of Gallic humor, prose and poetry. Pub. at
$5.00. Sal $1.98.

Edmund Wilson's APOLOGIES TO THE IROQUOIS.
63.
With a study of "The Mohawks in High Steel" by
Joseph Mitchell. The present situation of America's
most advanced Indians in upper New York State. Pub.
at $4.95. Sal $1.98.
HYSTERIAREFLEX AND INSTINCT, by Dr. Ernst
Kretschmer. The famed scholar's monumental contribution to psychology and biology. Pub. at $4.75.
Sal $1.98.

94.

by Margaret Leech.
biography of a President who
was a finer man and official than has commonly been
supposed. Pub. at $7.50. Sal $3.98.
IN THE DAYS OF McKINLEY,

ROBERT BURNS,

66.

DICTIONARY OF MODERN CHESS, by B. J.

by John Lindsey. A fully rounded biography of the great Scottish poet. Illus. Pub. at
$3.95. Sale $1.98.

superb

encyclopedia

600-pag-

full-dres- s,

95.

e

by C T. Snell and
and
course
covers the three main branches of chemistry. Pub. at
$10.00. Safe $3.98.
CHEMISTRY MADE EASY,

F. D.

65.

The story of

THE TRAVELS OF MARK TWAIN, ed. by Charles
93.
Neider. Wonderful collection of Mark Twain's travel
pieces, including many long unavailable.
Pub. at
$7.50. Sal $3.98.

A

64.

by Fredthe Vicars Choral of
which survived throughout the reonly came to an end a few years
$4.50. Sale $2.98.

LIFE IN A MEDIEVAL COLLEGE,

Snell. This

well-writte-

n

self-teachin-

g

96.
Hor-to-

of the royal game.

n.

Pub.

$1.98.

TITIAN, by John Ernest and Dennis Gilbert. 1 2
glorius masterworks in full color. Special Import $1.98.

67.

SEEDS OF TIME: Th
68.
Background of Southern
Thinking, by Henry Sagage, Jr. A penetrating study of
slavery and reconstruction. Pub. at $4.50. Sal $1.98.

JAZZ STREET, photos by Dennis Stock, text by
Nat Hentoff. 130 sensitive photos transport you into
the wild, weird, sad and joyful Jazz scene. Pub. at
$6.95. Sal $3.98.

97.

PICASSO:

THE

EARLY

YEARS.

Preface by Jean

Cocteau. Intro, by J. Padrta. Reproductions of 37 early
works by the world's greatest living painter. Cloth..
Pub. at $7.09. Sale $3.98.

98.

John Dwy: DICTIONARY OF EDUCATION. Wide
selection of brilliant and incisive thoughts. Pub. at
$3.75. Sal $1.98.

CONCISE WORLD HISTORY, by B. Finger, Jr.
852-pag- e
Comprehensive,
history, with
strong emphasis on man's achievements. Pub. at $10.
Sale $3.98.

70.

99.

one-volu-

me

n.

LINCOLN AND THE PARTY

MINE EYES HAVE
War and Slavery
SEEN THE GLORY, by L. M. Blackford. Story of Mary
Blackford, a Virginia woman who taught her sons (who
fought for the Confederacy) to hate slavery and lov,fi
the Union. Pub. at $5.00. Sale $1.49.
Civil

Modem Atomic and Electron
by Prof.
liant essays by the famed theoretical
at $3.00. Sale $1.49.

by

W. F.

DYNAMIC

SOCIAL RESEARCH,

COMPLETE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE,
ed. by A. H. Bullin. The famous Shakespeare Head Press
Edition of the Bard's complete works. Special $4.95.

72.

100. THE HISTORY OF MODERN CULTURE, by Maurice
Parmelee. A monumental work, tracing the main course
of cultural evolution throughout the ages. Pub. at
$10.00. Safe $4.98.

by J. Hader and

E, C. Lindeman. The outstanding work on social
search as an implement of social change. Pub.
$4.50. Sale $1.98.

re-

at

101. The Midwest: LAND OF THE LONG HORIZON,
ed. by Walter Havighurst. A stirring panorama of our
Midwest from its discovery to its complex civilization
300 years later. Pub. at $12.50. Sal $4.98.

by VinWit and wisdom abound in these
entertaining and Instructive ringside studies of
famous literary quarrels. Pub. at $4.25.
Sal $1.98.
SIX

STUDIES IN QUARRELLING,

cent Brome.

Theories: THE CONMax Born. 36 brilPub.

physicist.

DIVIDED,

Zornow. How Lincoln recouped the political and military failures of the North in the election of 1864.
Pub. at $4.00. Sal $1.98.

71.

Van Wyck Brooks' THE DREAM OF ARCADIA:
The
American Writers and Artists in Italy, 1760-191- 5.
great literary critic and cultural historian chronicles the
travels of Hawthorne, Henry James, Henry Adams,
Berenson and many others. Pub. at $4.50.
Sale $1.49.

102. PREHISTORIC MAN
With 52 Large
Plates, 27 in Full Color. Text by Prof. Josef
Augusta. Illus. by Zdenek Burian. A remarkable
record of man's evolutionary development in

52.

73.

BOTTICELLI,

pieces in full color.

by Bernard Gay. Twelve masterSpecial Import $1.98.

Problems of
THE APOCALYPSE OF HISTORY:
Providence and Human Destiny, by E. Lamport. An
Pub. at
original and penetrating study of history.
$4.20. Sal $1.49.

74.

clear and readable text and astonishingly realistic pictures. Pub. at $9.95. Sale $5.88.

by Joseph Leach. The
sources of the Texas image traced with scholarship,
vigor and humor. Pub. at $5.00. Sal $1.98.
THE

TYPICAL TEXAN,

53.

PLOTINUS AND
Triple Aspects of God
An Introductory Study, by Prof. P. V.
Pistorius. A new interpretation that lucidly reveals the
idealist philosophy of Plotinus. Pub. at $5.25.
Sal $1.49.

54.
&

Sale $1.98.

69.

IRELAND

29.

in' atomic power. Pub. at $6.00.

San-tayan- a,

re-

up-to-da-

THE ATOM AND THE ENERGY REVOLUTION, by
N. Lansdell. A discussion of new scientific developments

at $6.00. Sal

STITUTION OF MATTER,

WINSTON CHURCHILL, by Emrys Hughes, MP.
Biography of "Winnie" by his most outspoken critic in
the House of Commons. Pub. at $5.00. Sale $1.00.

by Dagobert
of thought
clearly and authoritatively defined. Pub. at $6.00.
Sale $2.98.
DICTIONARY OF PHILOSOPHY, ed.
Runes. Every term, Idea and system

D.

I.

STUDIES: II. Papers read to the
of Irish Historians. Pub. at $3.00.

51.

28.

BORNEO PEOPLE, by Malcolm MacDonald. This
an affectionate, exciting account of a lush land by its
former GovemoGeneral. Pub. at $6.50. Sal $2.98.
is

89.

HISTORICAL

48.

de-

POSTE RESTANTE.

LAWRENCE

STUDIES:

fourth Irish Conference
Sale $1.49.

50.
27.

STORMY LIFE OF

cs

SELECTED WRITINGS OF JOHN JAY CHAPMAN,
43.
ed. by Jacques Barzun. One of America's most original
and eccentric critics. Pub. at $5.00. Sale $1.49.

O. Smith,

of our military policy and national
fense. Pub. at $3.50. Sale $1.00.

LOVERS,

42.

A
THE MARCH WIND, by Desmond Donnelly.
25.
Curtains.
Bamboo
Iron
and
behind
the
look
revealing
Pub. at $3.95. Sale $1.00.

U.S.

by

Maurice
Collis. Western interpreter of Eastern lore and history
weaves a tale of a fair princess and her lord and
lover. Pub. at $5.25. Sale $1.00.
THE

47.

USAF. Analysis

THE

s,

at $3.75. Sale $1.00.

"Those Scribbling Women" ALL THE HAPPY
ENDINGS, by H. W. Papashvily. Witty study of the sentimental domestic novels of 19th century America.
Pub. at $3.50. Sale $1.00.

26.

Ehrenburg:

North Saw the War,
ed. by Richard B. Harwell. Battle orders, prison nara-tivepopular songs, political speeches and humorous
sketches. Pub. at $7.50. Sale $1.98.

BROWNSON ON DEMOCRACY AND THE TREND
40.
TOWARD SOCIALISM. By L. Roemer. Radical political

third Conference
Sale $1.49.

WHY DEMOCRACY?, by Prof.
Liberty or Death
Alf Ross. Democracy's turbulent history and meaning.
Pub. at $4.50. Sale $1.00.

ROITSCHWANTZ.

THE UNION

46.

24.

Ilya

LASIK

87.

58.
ON VALUES. By S. L. Hart. What
38.
values are, their relation to creativity, function in art,
beauty, religion. Pub. at $3.75. Safe $1.00.
TREATISE

SHORT STORY III. 20 marvelously fresh works
22.
by Creeley, Carney, Slotkin. Pub. at $4.50. Sale $1.00.

23.

57.

The first English publication of this famous satire of Communism written in 1927. Pub. at $5.95. Sale $1.98.

Wandering SOUTH FROM TOULOUSE, by A.
Shirley. All the color and magic of the rich country
that includes Albi, and the mountain passes into Spain.
Illus. Pub. at $3.95. Sale $1.00.

sex,-narcoti-

INVENTORS'

AND FLORENCE. Italy

PREHISTORIC REPTILES AND BIRDS, by D. J.
88.
Augusta. Original paintings by Z. Burian. Ancient flying
creatures shown in realistic natural settings with 31
illustrations.
Only $2.98.

n

'

20.

New England Abolitionists
THE BOLD B RAHby Lawrence Lader. Exciting history of. New
England's fight against slavery. Photos. Pub. at $5.00.
Sal $1.98.

f

MANS,

Renaissance

Charles

t

by W. R. Lethaby.
FORM IN CIVILIZATION,'
by Lewis Mumford. Papers on art and society

19.

56.

37.

"Dewey Elected!" OUT OF THE JAWS OF VIC13.
TORY, by Jules Abels. The inside story of the amazing
Truman victory of 1948. Pub. at $4.95. Sale $1.00.

$2.75.

ROME, NAPLES

86.
AUTOMATION AND SOCIETY, ed. by H. B. Ja- cobson and J. S. Roufcek. The challenge of automation
is answered by 32 experts studying the Impact of this
development and its implications. Pub. at $10.00
Sale $2.98.

Exploding Visions HYPNOS WAKING, by Rene
11.
Char. Collection of singing verse and prose by France's
foremost modern poet. Pub. at $5.00. Sale $1.00.

Fwd.
which

Stendhal:

as it could only be apprehended by a great writer.
Pub. at $7.50. Sale $2.98.

e

of every aspect of British union organization. Pub. at
$6.00. Sale $1.00.

17.

AN

--

WEDNESDAY

jnE

NEO-CONFUCI-

i

TRADE

TRATION

Th

Development of
by C Chang. An analysis of Chinese philosophy from the eighth century to recent
times. Pub.
at $7.50. Sal $1.98.

AT

students. Scholars, parents or
anyone interested in fine reading material are welcome to
stop in at any time.

A SCIENCE,

essentials as a basis for
study. Pub. at $2.50. Sale $1.00.

81.

THOUGHT,

SALE STARTS

This sale is not limited to

NOTE:

by Jerome Rothstein. A study of entropy, organization
and cybernetics. Pub. at $3.50. Sale $1.00.

English-languag- e

original editions
from leading publishers at the
only sale of its kind in Wayne
County. Stock up on these outstanding selections or use them
for Christmas presents.
brand-he- w,

6ri

NOVEMBER 28

The South Sea Bubble: THE GREAT SWINDLE, by
V. Cowles. An account of 1 8th century England's orgy
in speculation. Illus. Pub. at $3.95, Sale $1.00.

7.

COMMUNICATION, ORGANIZATION

D- -

80.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF SANITY,
by G. G. Haydu.
An impressive work on the relationship
of human
values to human sanity. Pub. at $5.00. Sal $1.98.

Ml

Ballads & Bfues O SUSANNA, by Rudi Blesh,
illus. by Horst GeldVnacher. A sampler of folk songs.
Pub. at $2.50. Sale $1.00.

4.

8.

MA,ca M0UST
o His MohW, ed. by
rammer, with an essay by Pamela Hansford Johnson. An intimate record of the daily
life of the
author.. Pub. at $4.25. Sal $1.98.

l

Ex-

haustive coverage of 19 countries hotels, shopping,
currency, etc Pub. at $5.95. Sale $1,00

d

P.gg

,

NEO-PLATONIS-

M,

.

U.S. CAMERA '62, ed. by Tom Moloney. The
55.
famous annual of the best in photography by over 70
of the world's foremost phtographers. Pub. at $10.00.
Sal $1.98.

75.

RAPHAEL, by Edward Lucie-Smit- h.
terpieces in full color. Special Import

103.

Twelve mas-

$1.98.

CARAVAGGIO,

77.

In War

by Trewin Copplestone.
12
magnificent paintings in full color. Spec. Import $1.98.

and

Pac,

NO VOICE

IS WHOLLY LOST,

by Harry Slochower. The present herculean struggle
for international. harmony. Pub. at..$3.00.. Sal $1.98.

78.
.Joost

THE DANCE
From Ritual to Rock and Roll, by
A. Meerloo. A noted psychiatrist's startling his-

tory of the dance and dance contagions throughout
history. Pub. at $4.95. Sal $1.98.

FRENCH

PAINTING, VOL.

analysis of the

revolu-

tion in color, Expressionism, Fauvism, Cubism and the
beginnings of
Pub. at $10.00.
Sale $5.95.
Non-Objectivis-

76.

CENTURY

TWENTIETH

I, by Bernard Dorival. A critical

1

m.

104. TWENTIETH CENTURY FRENCH PAINTING, VOL
II, by Bernard Dorival. Every amazing new movement
and trend since World War I. Pub. at $10. Sale $5.95.
105. IMPRESSIONIST PAINTERS, by Maurice Serullaz.
Brilliant analysis of the era. 59 magnificent tipped-l- n
color reproductions; biographical notes. Pub. at $10.
Sal

$5.95.

TV
ai
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Pago Four

WRA
Wayne County Pooh Store

Tankers Place Second;
19-year-o-

57; and Hiram, third with 49.

$1.25

OF AMERICAN STATES

John

C. Drew

Senior Gerry Walklet led Wooster
tankers with first place finishes in
Individual Medley
the 100-yard
butterfly.
the
and
Freshman Vandy Van Deusen
finished second in the 100 yard
d

ffiTDNtTED NATIONS

$1.25

By Ernest A. Gross

LATIN AMERICA

$1.25

DIPLOMACY AND REALITY
By Adolf A. Berle

50-yar-

Students To Spend
Semester At Fisk U.

Students interested in the Fisk
exchange program will meet in
the blue room of the library Sunday at 2 p.m.
$ .95
EXILES
Second semester each year
Wooster has the opportunity to
By James Joyce
send two sophomore or junior ex$1.65 change students to Fisk University
THE EVOLUTION OF POLITICAL THOUGHT
in exchange for two Fisk students
By C. Northcote Parkingson
who will come to Wooster. Fisk
is a predominently Negro, small,
coed, liberal arts college in Nashville, Tenn.
"THE TREASURE HOUSE OF BOOKS ii
According to former exchange
students Betty Ann McCorkel and
Joe Landis, "a semester at Fisk
We Have Prompt and Efficient Delivery Service
provides an opportunity to disfor Most of Your Favorite Daily and Sunday
cover answers to such questions as
in
Price.
Newspapers at No Increase
the kind of student active in the
sit-imovement as well as the
chance to talk with other exchange
86
students from the north and west
and the West Indies and Africa."

- Call AN

by Jim McGavran

Dear Gawy: I can hardly see to write this, I am crying
WRA swimmers opened the season with a second place so hard. My world is tumbling down all around me. I'm a
college sophomore, and wear the high school
finish in a triangular meet last Saturday with Kent State and
Hiram.
class ring of a boy 22 who is now at divinity school in
Kent came out on top with 109; Wooster, second with Kentucky.

Wooster, Ohio

By

Cjouxzhaiit

Volleyball Competition Begins

220 East Liberty Street

THE ORGANIZATION

Friday, November 16, 1962

n

3-18-

ft

ld

if this change means what my broWe write to each other every ken heart tells me it
means. Please
day, sometimes twice a day. One tell me all is not lost
day I got four letters, all from
Crazed with love
him. The other girls make fun
of me because I read Bride MagaDear Crazed:
zine, but I just can't wait till we
All is not lost.
are united in fcply matrimony.
Really Cool
But now I'm afraid it will never
Dear Gawy: I'm really too
be. My boy friend used to always cool
to be writing for advice, but
sign his letters "with all my love,
my buddy Virgil thinks I better,
always, all ways, Melvin" (not his and
I always listen to Virg. Bom
real name). Today his letter was
of us are juniors in college and
Intramural volleyball competi- signed, "Yours in Christ, Melvin."
really cool. Not to brag or anytion got underway last week with Now Gavvy, I am a very religious
thing, but I want you to get the
Pyramids notching two victories girl, but I cannot help wondering
true picture of the kind of guy I
to take an early lead in League A.
really am. Just all round cool.
They downed Ekos and Holden II.
KEZ paced by the potent serve of
Well, I been dating this freshHeide Tank and Peg Osborne deman pJlirJc F.VPilvn T oof Qatiiivlav
1
feated Holden II.
night I really cooled her. I mean
really cooled her, you know. Now
In League B Trumps won two,
Summer
School
1963
will
be
I'm not saying I did anything I
dropping I Main Holden in two
under the direction of Dr. Gordon shouldn't of,
nothing like that I
games and winning over IndependTait.
don't
think.
ents by forfeit. Peanuts split even
by downing I Main Holden but
It is hoped that courses in most
But now I'm kinda worried.
falling to the faculty team in two departments will be offered deShe's been telling me we have to
out of three games.
pending upon the minimum en- get pinned, and she
just won't let
Tomorrow the interscholastic rollment for each class, according me alone. Gawy, have
you ever
volleyball season opens when to Dr. Tait.
heard of any kids having to get
Wooster travels to Kent State. The
Further information concerning pinned? It's news to me, and to
team will be out to avenge the
costs and specific courses to be Virg too.
early season losses to Kent in
Daryl (and Virg)
offered will be published in the
hockey and swimming.
near future.
Dear Daryl: Just what kind of
Bowling also gets underway
a
mess
are Evelyn and you (and
this week at the Point with other
Registration will be June 12,
clubs trying to unseat defending 1963, with classes convening June Virg) into, anyway? Is your dean
of students aware of the situation?
champion Sphinx.
13 and lasting through Aug. 9.
Please send me his name and
address.
freestyle and 50 yard breaststroke.
The 100 yard freestyle relay made
up of sophomores Lydia Roberts
and Susy Spaulding, freshman
Maggie Buchanan and senior
Gerry Walklet also grabbed a
second place.
Other swimmers were freshmen
Barbara Boyce and Iibby Moore
and sophomores Betsy Bedient,
Maddie Miller and Marty Eshel-man.

Dr. Tait Sots Up
Summer Sessiorr

mM

Chamber Orchestra

ft

4sWI

To

'

Freedlander's
Young Modern's Shop

Present Recital

The Wooster Chamber Orchestra will perform in the Chapel at
8:15 p.m. Sunday in the first concert in the Student-Facult- y
Recital
"
Series.
Soloists for the evening are
Diane Peacock, pianist; Michael
Davis, violinist; Catherine Long,
violinist; Mrs. Stuart Ling, violin-cellis- t.
Mr: Ling will be the guest
conductor.

The program will include: The
"Concerto Grosso Op. 3, No. 11,"
written for two solo violins, cello
and strings by A. Vivaldi; Bach's
"Concerto in E Major," the Allegro, Adagio and Allegro Assai;
Mozart's "Piano Concerto No. 11,
K.413," the Allegro, Larghello and
Tempo di 'Menuetto; and the Allegro, Adagio and Allegro of
Bach's "Brandenburg
Concerto
No. 3."

got off
your

Other programs in this series
will feature the Wooster Symphony Orchestra, Dec. 6; the
Madrigal Choir Christmas Program, Dec. 16; and Dale Moore,
baritone, on Jan. 4.

Quality Workmanship

GO GREYHOUND
(for

savings I)

out'OMhis-worl- d

is

never an accident; but the
result of Knowledge and
Sincere Effort.

WOOSTER COLLEGE THANKSGIVING SERVICE

Special Student

Rates to the Following Citits:

Round-Tri- p

PA

PITTSBURGH,

$ 7.00

HIGHSPIRE REST STOP
PHILADELPHIA,

THE CLEAN WHITE BOCK
He not only wears the clean white sock; he is 'clean white sock." It's a kind of confidence that comes from knowing the right thing to do; even If he decides not to do
it His clean white socks are by Adler. His girl is by his side, every bit as "clean white
sock" as he is. Naturally they don't always wear white socks, they Just act like they do.
People who really swing are wearing the Adler SC shrink controlled wool sock. $1.00.

LfS

THE ADLER

mpm

cincinnati i4

(Pa. Turnpike) .... 23.00

NEWARK, N.J. .
TRENTON, N
......
BUFFALO, N.Y. .............
ROCHESTER, N.Y
NEW YORK, N.Y.

J.

For Information,
BILL HUNTER,

.

Offers Prompt Service on
WATCH

REPAIRS

Contact:

at the Student Senate, or

Your Greyhound Agent, Mr. Kendall,

hi

:23.50
27.85
25.25
12.80
19.00
28.00

PA.

Pritchard Joaolors

at

AN

4-10-

40

145 E. Liberty St.
ADLER'S swinging

SC's available at

NICK AMSTER

BRENNER BROS.

All Buses Leave 1:15 p.m., Wednesday,

WM. ANNAT

FREEDLANDER'S

November 21, from Beall Avenue

Your Dollar Buys More
In Wooster's Finest
Jewelry Store

Friday, November 16, 1962
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by Dave Hamilton
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Completely obliterating the

with

Marietta Pioneers, 52-0- ,
by
scoring more points in a single
game than they had since

JIM TOEDTMAN

Winners of two straight (and
scoring 100 points in doing so)
n
colsince a disastrous
that
lapse
saw them lose three in
57-0a row, the Scots would like to
On the way to these discoveries, I found another interesting knock off the Oberlin Yeomen
to
story, the tale of a Scot rivalry with Ohio State University. The two make a
season record.
schools first met in 1889, when the Woosterites whitewashed the
If the Marietta victory is any
Bucks, 64-0- .
Ohio State returned in six years and posted two straight
triumphs before Wooster reversed the tables, 8-in 1908. The two indication of what the Yeomen can
teams played to a 6-- tie in 1907. The Buckeyes ended that brief expect, the Scots are pretty sure
bets to return home victorious.
series in 1909 with a 740 pasteing of the locals.
As the age of automation developed and Ohio State football
n
Scoring seven touchdowns, a
to mechanize, Wooster dropped theBucks from the schedule unsafety and a field goal, the Scots
til 1924 when the Scots invaded football-happ- y
Columbus and stun- successfully bottled
up then Ohio
ned Buckeyes and followers by holding Ohio State to a 7 tie. That
Conference
total
offense
leader
game was on Nov. 1, 1924, and provided Wooster athletics one of
Terry
Heaton
with a strong deits finest hours. The ball used during the game was displayed in Severance Gymnasium as a reminder of the achievement until it was fensive line rush headed by Bruce
and Dale Vandersall, Walt Blaich,
stolen two years ago.
Tom Dahms and Phil Cotterman.
Ohio State scored first in the second period after driving to the
Wooster seven, where the hosts scored on a run up the middle. The
Guy DiCicco rambled for 131
kick for the extra point was good and the score remained 7-- until yards from the fullback position,
the fourth quarter when Wooster took control on the Buck 39 after scored four touchdowns and
a poor punt. After one play, halfback Howard Smith sliced off tackle booted a
field goal.
and went the 39 for a Scot score. The PAT tied the score.
Senior Jim "Jet" Turner, play
This was 1924 when the Four Horsemen and Seven Mules rode
rampant. And comparatively unsung, in northeastern Ohio, there ing his last home game before
was a team which earned the nickname The Presbyterian Steamroller. what proved to be a sparse gatherof fans, picked up 92 total
Contributing editor Charlie Ritter of nearby Shreve is still on ing
the trail of a hot scoop. He has been trying to catch up with Marietta yards to put him over the 2,000
end Hal Funke who played his high school football at Milford H.S. yard mark in his Wooster career.
Charlie has been hoping to find out exactly what it is like to play
Quarterback John Loughridge
football under Coach Gil Thorpe.
found able hands for his passes
Department of Italic Type: Certainly not overlooked by the few on Ed Hartmann, who grabbed
spectators at last Saturday's football game was the fine performance four of eight aerials for 72 yards
of the Scot band. Pressbox observers were surprised that the Jdltie-cla- d
all key catches.
musicians would make the appearance. This is certainly one of
Also scoring for Wooster was
the finest college bands in the state.
.
Jim
Webber, who intercepted a
A band that apparently is not so fine is Miami (O.) University's
Heaton
pass for 27 yards and a
which is affectionately labelled, "The Stumbling
. . .
A tip of the hat also to the cheerleaders who continue their loyal sup- score and kdkd another on a
port through most any kind of weather
Last Saturday's dis- short dash, anoN Archie Rodgers,
appointing attendance was certainly one of the smallest he can re- who engineered a quick fourth
member, says Johnny Swigart . . . Hobart coach J. Edward Tryon, quarter drive in relief of Loughgridder at. Colgate in 1925, has been nominated for ridge.
an
the National Football Association Hall of Fame . . . Tucker
The Scots further distinguished
defensive halfback for the Scot gridders until the Denison
themselves
by blodkmg four Marigame, is back in school and will carry an eight hour load the rest of
etta
punts,
one of which was
the semester. That the defensive backfield missed the sparkplug is
caught
by
stiff
wind and carried
a
an understatement . . . Kurt Liske's younger brother is a freshman at
Oberlin. Kurt captained the 1961 Scot track team . . . Tuesday Guy back 33 yards to the end zone for
DiCicco made himself a doubtful starter for tomorrow when he was a safety.
Noticeably improved over earundressing for a shower. Bending over, he backed into a very hot
water pipe and scalded one of the more tender parts of his body. Need- lier efforts, the Scots seek to halt
less to say, his actions have been painfully hampered.
a hapless Oberlin outfit which
Although my upset special was rather upsetting, I was 5 last sports a 2-- record, 4 in the Ohio
weekend and my tarnished record is
My picks this week: Conference.
WOOSTER over Oberlin (Turner, Gordon, Hole, Williams and Uhler
The Yeomen came into camp
bow out with a big one), GEORGIA TECH over Alabama (I return in September with
a veteran unit
to the college ranks for my upset special), MSU over Northwestern, and promises of their best season.
OHIO STATE over Oregon, B-over Muskingum, WISCONSIN An early-seasoreversal to Hiram
over Minnesota,' HAMPDEN-SYDNE(the set the pace for the losing season,
over Randolph-Maco- n
Yellow Jackets don't have it this week), MINNESOTA over Purdue, however.
BROWNS over Cardinals, GIANTS over Eagles and PACKERS
g
Heading the hosts' attack is
over the Colts.
fullback Al Spedgelberg,
whose running has been Oberlin's
OHIO CONFERENCE
only bright spot over his four
175
4
3
87
W L Pts OP Capital
Team
seasons as a Yeoman.
two-straight-ga-

me

0,

T

forge a .500 mark for the year.
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had been since a Wooster football team scored more than 50 points.
(Wooster beat Oberlin, 59-0- , in 1956).
Next I was interested in finding out how long it had been since
Wooster scored a
total of 100 points (1919, when
the Scots defeated Hiram, 47-then thumped B-a week later.

.-

it

I

My curiosity aroused by the decisive Wooster walloops the last 1956, the Scots set themselves up
two Saturday afternoons, I spent an enjoyable Sunday evening poring for Saturday's season finale at
through record books. My first interest was in finding how long it Oberlin, with a good chance to

v.

-1

it

0,

6

SELECTIONS
Back row, left to right, Stan Stephenson, Jim Long, Sam Vasiu,
John Rimmer, George Davis, Art Herriott, Rick Chordas, Eric Fagans; Front row, left to right,
Ray Leinbach, Dave Pancoast, Dick Wynn, Ged Schweikert, Dave Schall, Brooks Harrop,
ALL-STA-

be-ga-

R

Steve Goldsmith,

Roger Griffis. Not pictured is Chuck Cobb.

7--

0

22-yar-

One-Hundre-

d

d"

...

AU-Americ-

an

League runner-u- p
Seventh Section dominated the Kenarden
League football
r
limelight
with four players grabbing seven
of 20 positions.
All-Sta-

Top
Dick Wynn, was
named to the offensive tackle and
defensive
positions
while Ray Leinbach claimed an offensive end position and Art Herriott an offensive halfback spot.
Leinbach and Herriott tied for defensive safety slot.
Freshmen copped two of the
three most coveted positions on
this year's team. Douglass speedster Jim Long was named offensive end while teammate Roger
Griffis walked off with the quarterback accolade followed closely by
Delt standout Jim Meissner at Honorable Mention.
Other offensive honorable mention went to the Douglass rock at
blocking Dave Lazor, and West-scountouchable Tom Cooper at
end. Defensively, Fifth's Grant
line-back-

1--

5

39-28-- 3.

W

n

Y

pile-drivin-

Wittenberg
Akron
Muskingum
Denison
Otterbein
Hiram
B-- W

6
6
6
4
4
4
2

0
1
1
1

179
195
154
70

2

157

2

114
55

1

19
48

Wooster
Mt. Union

30 Marietta
30 Oberlin
96 O. Wesleyan
92 Heidelberg
27 Kenyon

2

2

,1
1

1
1

4
4
4
4
5
5

16

92
73
57
44
65
32
117

119
72
235
135
149
109
155

In addition, Wooster will be
shooting to jump from ninth to
eighth in the
conference, a
feat which they can accomplish if
Otterbein handles Capital.
15-tea-

m

1962 KENARDEN
FOOTBALL

er

For the past two weeks 20

tank-

ers have been working out in an
endeavor to improve last year's
swimming record.
Coach Johnny Swigart lists Dick
Doerr, Tom Spierling, Sid Leech,
Bill Riggs, Bob Kenworthy, Scott
Randolph, Ged Schweikert, Al
Harley and Jim Pope as the returning lettermen who will head
this year's big splash. As of now,
senior letterman Jim Toedtman
and Plymouth, Mich., freshman
flash, Ken Fischer appear doubtful
starters.
5-- 6

RS

OFFENSE
END:
Leinbach, 7th
Long, Douglass
TACKLE:
Wynn, 7th
Fagans, 2nd
Schweikert, 5th
CENTER:
Pancoast, 5th

7
6-

Finish Building Season With

BE

'

8
5

5
5
3
3

Mark

2-- 6

winds of 30 mph and driving rain

The final status of soccer at
Wooster will be decided by a vote
of the faculty two weeks after the
Thanksgiving vacation. The official
position of varsity soccer on the
Wooster campus this season has
been a temporary one.
This weekend the Athletic Director and Coach Gary Barrette will
attend a meeting of soccer coaches
and athletic directors at Ohio Wesleyan. Such matters as scheduling,
associate members and a general
review of the season will be taken
care of at this time. If all goes
well on Saturday the issue of varsity soccer will be brought to a
faculty vote.
Last Saturday Scot soccermen
lost their season finale to the Ohio
Wesleyan Bishops
at Wesleyan. In a game marred by

the Scots rallied in the fourth
period to knot the score at 2-on
goals by Menahem Less from Pete
Parry, and Fred Hicks from Less.

3-- 2

FOR YCXJR

ROOMS AVAILABLE

2,

However, with seven minutes remaining, a sudden gust of wind
held up a hard shot by Wesleyan,
fooling goalie John Oberholtzer.
As he jumped to knock the ball
away he inadvertently tipped it
into the nets for the deciding
tally.

Playing their final game Saturday were senior standouts MenaDan
Crawford. "Pete is to be especially
commended for all the hard work
he has done for the team. His
leadership both on the field and
off will be greatly missed," lauded
Barrette.
hem Less, Pete Parry and

and Catering

HOLIDAY

WE HAVE

PARTIES.

FOR ANY SIZE GROUP

OR CAN

CATERED AT YOUR LOCATION.

Reserve the
JIM TURNER

DATE

Today!

Arrangements Can Be Made Later.

REGGIE WILLIAMS

OR

JIM GORDON
DOUG HOLE
TONY UHLER

and to
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THE REST OF THE FOOTBALL TEAM FOR
A FINE SEASON
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by Mike Stott

RESERVATIONS

BANQUET

-

5
3
3

Melin's Restaurant
AAAKE

4

Soccermen To Get Final Faculty Vote;

tt

Swimmers Splash
In Early Practice

LEAGUE

ALL-STA-

5
4

DEFENSE
LINE:
Rimmer, 4th
Cobb, 8th
Schall, 6th
Stephenson, 3rd
Chordas, 5th
LINEBACKER:
Wynn, 7th
Harrop, 6th
Davis, 7th
SAFETY:
Vasiu, 3rd
Leinbach, 7th
Herriott, 7th
Indicates a tie

vote-gette- r,

Mc-Clun- g,

7--

Sherwood was picked for line- HALFBACK:
Herriott, 7th
backer as were Second's Mike Stott
Goldsmith, 6th
and Jim Long of Douglass for the
QUARTERBACK:
safety positions.
Griffis, Douglass
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.Craig Initiates Wooster Day;

Color-Mixe- d

Others Address Graduates Later
Wooster Day was initiated by Mr. William C. Craig last week
when he spoke before a group of Wooster alumni in Kansas City.
For the next few months, members of the Wooster faculty and
administration will address many such gatherings discussing what is
happening on the Wooster campus
today.
FACULTY REVUE
On Dec. 11, Wooster Day, Miles
The "Come As You Wish
J. Martin of the class of 1921 will
speak at Chapel. Since retiring in You Were" masquerade ball
will feature the Folies Kauke
1961 from the Schenectedy, N.Y.,
Branch of the General Electric chorus line, a recently discovered Shakespearean manuCompany, he has become a professor of physics in Schenectedy's script, and an as yet unUnion College.
heard of quartet.
Wooster Day is a college traTickets for the Monday
dition commemorating the day night faculty revue are on
when Old Main, which then housed sale at the book store at $1.
the entire college, burned to the
ground. Within one year from
that date, President Holden had
four new buildings up: Kauke,
Severance, Scovel and Taylor.
APPLIQUED and

U.S. Marines Land

EMBROIDERED

To Hunt Recruits

SWEATER KITS

Captain N. E. Ryder, Selection
for the United States Marine Corps, will be in lower lounge
of Kenarden Hall next Monday
and Tuesday.
Students are eligible for the
Platoon Leaders Class program
as early as their freshman year.
They receive commissions the day
of graduation ; however, they have
no military activities during the
academic year.
Seniors may be selected for the
Officer Candidate Course to earn
their commissions after

Biouut fjeiveiesii

Color-Matche- d

WATCHES

with the smartest combinations of your
wardrobe!

105 West Pine St.

JEWELRY

Engraving

245 E. Liberty St.

Put two and two together and come out

Wooster, Ohio

Phone AN

2-67-

81

Bealalt Beclttel
Public Square

CAMPUS
FASHIONS

Going CSorae for TlianksgMng?
Let Us Help You
vith Your Reservations

-

PLANE

-

BUS

World Wide Travel Agency
Wooster Auto Club
Phone AN
Authorized College Travel Agents
3-40-

HOUSE OF RHODES

DIAMONDS

Repairing

TRAIN

Officer

Friday, November 16, 1962

Suede Leather

Wash 'n Wear

JACKET
Genuine Leather in
a Selection of Colors

SLACKS
Cotton Casuals for

$13.95

$4.95

Campus Wear

70

tenner l&m.

Just a Step Off Campus.

Lower the Cost of Dressing Well

Amsters Beautiful Shoes

. .

win acclaim from
all who WEAR them
. and from all who
SEE

them.

AMSTER SHOES
EXPERIMENTAL ADVERTISING

NO.

4-2- 0-1

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: DON BOLGER
With Michigan Bell less than four years, Don Bolger (B.S.,
Industrial Management, 1959) is Accounting Manager in
the Saginaw Revenue Accounting Center, Saginaw, Michi-gaThere he supervises four groups plus all the activities
of a Univac SS 80 Computer.
On one of Don's earlier supervisory assignments in the
Detroit Commercial Office, he developed a unique
osit

policy that was adopted by both his District and Division.
Accomplishments like this earned Don his latest promotion.
Don Bolger of the Michigan Bell Telephone Company
and other young men like him in Bell Telephone Companies
throughout the country help bring the finest communications service in the world to the homes and businesses of
a growing America.
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BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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READ
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MUSIC?
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CAN'T

V
EVEN SPELL

I

CAN SPELL "FIFE"; SO,

PERCENT

OF

PLAYING
IT

,
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"GLOCHENSCHPIEL!"
BUT

'5
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V

I

MY EARNINGS

FROM

THIS GLOEKENSPIEGEL

SAVE

ALL

AT FUHRST FEDERAL.

w
!

'. 1

MAY BE IGNORANT, BUT I'M NOT STUPID SOME DAY
I'LL HAVE ENOUGH SAVED TO
GO TO A

i

COLLEGE

If

'

I

f

A

isi-

'

-

'

.

I

"

,
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11

THAT IS SMART ENOUGH TO
SPELL, BUT NEEDS MY MONEY TO TEACH
ME A LESSON! MEANWHILE, I'M BACKING

FUHRST

v

''

?X

SAVE FIFE

.

FEDERAL

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF WOOSTER
1812 CLEVELAND
Ch,clt
I

I

or mon

RD.

!9n your nam

will save so my children
can go to college.
will teach my own children
to spell Glokinspele.

132

E. LIBERTY

on back,

ST.

mail to First Federal:

My children will plan on the

linoleum.
How does one spell

Glockenspiel?
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